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Foreword
In fiscal year 1992, the Air Force plans to shift to a program of specialized
undergraduate pilot training. Under this program, student pilots, in the
latter part of their flying training, will learn to fly the class of aircraft they
will pilot on active duty. Because of this shift, the Air Training Command
(ATC) will have to make significant changes in the curriculum of Its flying
training programs. ATC will become responsible for training student pilots
to fly multiseat aircraft and to function as members of an aircrew.
Maj Ricky Keyesexamines the effects of this change on ATC's undergraduate pilot training program. He discusses at length the advantages of
training pilots as members of aircrews and how such training helps reduce
the number of aircraft accidents. Major Keyes ,identifies the critical elements of aircrew coordination training and provides insightful recommendations on how ATC should incorporate the4-elements in the nsw
specialized undergraduate pilot training curriculup.
(

1ENNIS M. DREW,Col, USAF
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Introduction
Lt Gen John A. Shaud. former commander of the Air Training Command,
recognized the opportunities for enhancing aircrew coordination training
created by the planned inplementation of specialized undergraduate pilot
training (SUPT) in fiscal year 1992.1 He directed Air Training Command
(ATC) to prepare for including this training during SUPT. In this study. I
describe cockpit resource management (CRM) training as a new approach
to training aircrew coordination and recommend ways to implement this
training during SUPT.
Specialized undergraduate pilot training will include a common primary
flight training phase, followed by two separate, advanced training tracks:
bomber-fighter (BF) and tanker-transport (tIl. Placing student pilots in
these specialized tracks of flying training will allow ATC to tailor advanced
flying training to meet the specific needs of gaining Air Force major
commands (MAJCOM). 2 Aircrew coordination is one of the specific MAJCOM requirements that specialized training in the tanker-transport track
will address. This training is also an element that the bomber-fighter track
and undergraduate navigator training should address.
The basic concepts and skills of CRM introduced during SUPT will
establish attitudes that will contribute to effective teamwork among pilots
and crews. The Air Force will gain significantly by establishing the proper
crew "mind-set" in student pilots early in their aviation careers. Initial
CRM training in SUPT, strengthened by follow-on CRM training in the major
commands, will increase the safety and mission effectiveness of Air Force
flight crews.
I begin with a review of the development of cockpit resource management
as a training program designed to enhance aircrew coordination skills.
Cockpit resource management is the effective use of material and human
resources "to achieve safe and efficient flight operations."4 Material resources include everything from operating manuals, regulations, and
charts to the automatic pilot and advanced avionics. Human resources
refer to air traffic control, the command post, other cre"w members, or
anyone with whom the crew may communicate to obtain information or
assistance about or during the mission. Although this study is directed at
pilot training, CRM training applies to all crew positions. (Crew member
refers to all aircrew members--e.g., pilot, copilot, navigator, flight engineer,
boom operator, and loadmaster.)
Cockpit resource management training evolved from applying classical
business management concepts to cockpit operations. 5 In chapter 2, 1
ix

describe five critical elements of CRM: leadership. communications, situa-

tional awareness, problem solving, and critique.

I review the training

methods and media used in existing civilian CRM programs in chapter 3.
In chapter 4. 1 expand this review to include existing military programs. I
also contrast the operational environments of civilian and military aviation
to point out the even greater need for CRM training in the Air Force. In
chapter 5. 1 state the steps that ATC must take to implement cockpit

resource management training in specialized undergraduate pilot training.
Notes
1. LI Gen John A. Shaud. "New Focus on Aircrew Coordination.- Flying Safety. March
1988.2.
2. Ibid.
3. Department of Defense 1989 Trainer Aircraft Masterplan (Randolph AFB. Tex.: Headquarters Air Training Command. Directorate of Requirements, 1989). 1-18. 1- 19.
4. John K. Lauber. "Cockpit Resource Management: Background and Overview." In
Cockpit Resource Management Training: Proceedings of a NASA/MAC Workshop. ed. Harry
W. Orlady and H. Clayton Foushee, conference publication 2455 (Moffett Field. Calif.: NASA.
Ames Research Center, 1987). 9.
5. Ibid.. 7.
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Chapter I

History of Cockpit

Resource Management
Advances in aviation technology have dramatically changed the resources
available to pilots. Sophisticated avionics, computers, and other automations in the cockpit provide new sources of information and assistance.
Pilots and other crew members must develop new skills to utilize these new
technologies effectively. In multiseat aircraft, crew members with unique
skills become the pilot's most valuable asset. The critical question is: Have
changes in pilot training kept up with these changes in flight operations?
If the answer is yes. why are approximately 80 percent of alldet aircraft
accidents the result of poor management of cockpit resources? The ratio
of aircraft accidents to the total number of flying hours has steadily declined
over the past three decades, largely because airplanes are built and
maintained better. In contrast, the percentage of aircraft accidents attributed to "pilot error" has increased. 2 Further examination of these
pilot-error accidents has revealed that they did not result from deficient
"stick-and-rudder" skills but from insufficient decision-making, leadership.
and communication abilities. 3 These findings led National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) researchers to the conclusion that accidents
in multicrew aircraft that were previously blamed on pilot error were
actually the result of "failure on the part of all cockpit crewmembers to
utilize resources which were readily available to them."4 These researchers
would answer the question above in the negative, saying that traditional
pilot training does not adequately address many of the human-factors skills
required for safe and efficient flight operations in multicrew aircraft. 5
The crash of a wide-body aircraft in December 1972 is a classic example
of poor resource management and a breakdown in crew coordination. The
aircraft was in the radar traffic pattern at 2.000 feet for landing at the Miami
airport when the crew discovered a burned-Gut light bulb in the nose-gear
position indicator. The official National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
investigation reported that the crew had flown the aircrafl to a safe altitude
and had engaged the automatic pilot to reduce the work load. However, the
first officer and captain were preoccupied with the problem and did not
positively delegate control of the aircraft to another member of the crew.
The flight crew devoted approximately four minutes to the distraction.
assuming that the automatic pilot was maintaining altitude. During this
time the aircraft gradually descended 2.000 feet and crashed into the
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Everglades. The NTSB concluded that the captain failed to ensure that a
pilot was monitoring the status of the aircraft at all times. 6 In short, a
perfectly flyable aircraft was destroyed because the flight crew did not
effectively utilize all of the resources available in the cockpit.
The first recorded mention of a need for training in managing cockpit
resources came following an accident in December 1968. In its report on
this accident, the NTSB recommended renewed emphasis on cockpit discipline, procedures. and flight management. 7 After a Boeing 737 crashed
short of the runway at Midway Airport in Chicago in 1972, the NTSB report
stressed "that the accident sequence was triggered by the captain's failure
to exercise positive flight management earlier during the approach." 8 In yet
another case, the NTSB noted that the captain failed "to delegate any
meaningful responsibilities to the copilot, which resulted in a lack of
effective task sharing during the emergency." 9 Despite these NTSB recommendations and findings and the nearly 20 similar ones that followed.
investigators have continued to find and list pilot error as the cause of
accidents.

NASA Research
In the midseventies, researchers at the Man-Vehicle Systems Research
Division at NASA's Ames Research Center began studying the underlying
causes of these pilot-error accidents. ' 0 In 1973 the researchers conducted
structured, confidential interviews with airline crew members." They
found general satisfaction among crew members with the technical training
they received. However, these aircrews reported difficulties "related more
to Issues such as how to be a more effective leader, and how to achieve more
effective crew coordination and improved communication within the cockpit."1 2 One new captain said, "My company trains pilots very well, but not
captains--command training is needed."' 3 These interviews gave NASA's
researchers their first insights into the nature of the problem.
The next step was taken early in 1976. when Ruffell Smith and several
colleagues at NASA's Ames Center. using a full-mission simulator experiment. exposed flight crews to low and high work loads and evaluated
changef, 'n performance with respect to errors, levels of vigilance, and
decislo .-making abilities. They conducted the study iii a Boeing 747
high-fidelity simulator with notion and visual systemns included. The
researchers designed two mission scenarios. one requiring a low work load
and the second a more challenging series of events including an aircraft
emergency. Researchers recorded (fhe behavior oft he 20 volutint eer crewscaptain, first officer, and flight engineer-that participated in these simulated flights. 14
Trained observers noted the errors made by the flight crews relating to
safety of flight and efficient operatlon. 'The researchers comments included
the following observations:
2

The kind of scenario and recording techniques used in this study demonstrated to the
volunteer aircrews and training personnel how easy It is for errors to be made in high
work load situations. This has implications for training. Many of the discrete errors
and wrong decisions were related to overloading one particular crew member, particularly when he was engaged In reciting and complying with checklists for the
procedures connected with abnormal operati'n. It was also seen how n some cases
compliance with these procedures could Interfere with the monitoring cover built Into
standard operating procedures.is

By observing and comparing the performance of the captains in realistic
full-mi,,,sion simulations, the researchers were able to record large behavieral variations in leadership, resource management. and decision
making. Leadership appeared to be lacking in some crews; occasionally the
void was filled by the first officer. 16 The researchers saw wide differences
in the methods that crews used to obtain and verify information. "varying
from the meticulous confirmation of remembered information by reference
7
to documents, to the use of preconceived values that were not checked."'
Another particularly disturbing observation was the difficulty in identifying which pilot (captain or copilot) was in control of the aircraft, both with
and without the autopilot engaged. The failure to anticipate the overloading
of individual crew members and the subsequent failure to set priorities and
delegate tasks greatly contributed to the errors. The large differences in the
way the crews reached decisions reflected the effectiveness of the captains
in managing the available resources. Effective captains gave "full attention
to assimilating the information from documents. ATC [air traffic control].
and other crew members and to [using] these data to make unhurried
8
decisions." '
The Rufiell Smith study has been recognized for identifying resource
management as a critical variable in the performance of aircrews. It has
been a catalyst in developing training programs to improve cockpit resource
management and a stimulus for further research. Further evidence was
gathered by the NASA Ames project through a review o5 NTSB accident
reports from 1968-76. They Identified 600 accidents in that period in which
resource management problems play2d a significant role. ' 9 During their
analysis of these reports, the researchers noted that the accidents had many
common factors. Seven of the most frequently observed problems were
preoccupation with minor mechanical problems. inadequate leadership.
failure to delegate tasks and assign responsibilities, failure to set priorities,
inadequate monitoring, failure to utilize available data. and failure to
communicate intent and plans. 20 These common problems suggested the
2 1
training objectives that CRM programs should address.
The next project that the NASA Ames researchers undertook was a
detailed analysis of aircrall incident reports submitted anonymously
through the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRSI. These incident
report provided many examples of crew errors result ing from poor airerew

3

coordination and resource management. For example. a crew was given a
heading change to 160 degrees and clearance to climb to 14,000 feet. The
crew members did not remember setting 160 in the altitude reminder, but
22
the airplane subsequently levelled off at 16,000 feet-2,000 feet too high
Many ASRS reports described errors and poor performance resulting from
personality clashes and unresolved conflicts in the cockpit.
A summary of the skills, organization and process variables, and resources identified by the NASA researchers from the incident reports is
presented in table 1. This data is consistent with data from each of the
other NASA studies. These findings provide insight into the cockpit
resource management problem and point to the need to improve the ability
of crew members to utilize the resources available on the flight deck. The
tragic loss of life in preventable accidents spurred the development of
cockpit resource management training programs. The term cockpit
resource management is now accepted in the aviation industry as a generic
name for training programs designed to correct these deficiencies.

TABLE 1
Classification of Identified Problems
I. Social and communication skills
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Strained social relations
Assertiveness
Nonverification of communications
Unnecessary communications
Withholding communications
Assumptions about other understanding

g. Assumptions about meaning
h. Assumptions about message
I1. Leadership and management skils
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Delegation of authority
Erosion of authority
Captain's trust-doubt dilemma
Lack of decisive command
Discipline and leadership in applying regulations
Casualness in cockpit
Crew coordination
Time-structuring priorities

Ill. Planning, problem solving, and decision skills
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Inadequate planning
Information retrieval
Quality and timeliness of information
Credibility of information
Problem-solving strategies
Staying ahead of the problem (crisis prevention)
Decision under stress
Group think

4

Table 1 (cont'd)
IV Role
a. Definition undierstanding (pilot-oopilot)
b Corrmnd responsibility of captain when first officer flying
c Responsibility of firct off icef when captain deviates from sate or legal pradices
d. Reduced command options
e. Work load
tTask allocation
g Monitoring
h. Backup
i. C allouts
V. Resources
a. Human
(1) Individual differences in knowledge, proficiency. experielice, motivation, stress reaction
(2) Fatigue
b. Material
(1) Facilities
(a) Availability
(b) Adequacy
(c) Human engineering
(2) Equipment
(a) Availability
(b) Access
(c) Adequacy
(d) Human engineering
(e) Automatic versus manual
(3) Textual information
(a) Availability
(b) Access
(c) Adequacy
(d) Human engineering
(4) Environmental information
(a) Availability
(b) Adequacy
Source john k. .l.he,. Re.ou meMaragenint on the ight lDeck Bwkground an Statemnentof the P hklen. tnRe~n'w-:eiamigemni
the FIJhr flerk Proceedings of a NA SA/Indusrrv Workshop. ed. Grorge R~ Cooper. Maurice D. White. arndJohn K Lauber. confirenc
publication?2120 (Moffen Field. (alif:- NASA, Arnes ReqegechCenter. 1979). 14 15.
0fn

FAA Recognition of Cockpit Resource Managrement
In 1979 the first direct reference to cockpit resource management appeared in NTSB Recommnendation A-79-047. This recommendation was
issu~ed following a United Airlines DC-8 crash in Portland, Oregon. which
occurred after the engines died of fuel starvation. The N-1913 recommended
that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) urge all air carriers to
indoctrinate crew members In the principles of cockpit resource managemenlt. 2 3 Also, in 1979 NASA sponsored the first workshop on CRM. It
attracted participants from "a broad spectrum of the indu~istry and stimulated the development of a number of training programs. "24
5

Ten years after introducing the CRM concept to the industry, many
experts, such as NTSB member Dr John Lauber. believe that the develop-

ment of CRM programs is still in a transition period.25 Continued NTSB
accident investigation recommendations, combined with the apparent suc-

cess of existing CRM programs, have resulted in the publication in 1989 of

a draft FAA Advisory Circular on the subject of cockpit resource management.26 It is probable that CRM will soon be required for all airlines.27
Notes
I. J. E. Carroll and Dr William R. Taggart, "Cockpit Resource Management: A Tool for
Improved Flight Safety." in Cockpit Resource Management Training: Proceedings oJ*a
NASA/MAC Workshop. ed. Harry W. Orlady and H. Clayton Foushee. conference publication
2455 (Moffett Field, Calif.: NASA, Ames Research Center. 1987). 40.
2. Hlsaaki Yamarnor, "Optimum Culture in the Cockpit," in Orlady and Foushee. 75- 76.
3. Orlady and Foushee. iv.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6, John K. Lauber, "Resource Management on the Flight Deck:
Background and
Statement of the Problem." in Resource Management on the Flight Deck: Proceedings of a
NASA/Industry Workshop. ed. George E. Cooper, Maurice D. White. and John K. Lauber.
conference publication 2120 (Moffett Field, Calif.: NASA. Ames Research Center. 1979),
5-6.
7. John K. Lauber. "Cockpit Resource Management: Background and Overview." In
Orlady and Foushee. 12.
8. Lauber. "Resource Management on the Flight Deck," 7.
9. Ibid.
10. Orlady and Foushee. Iv.
11. Lauber. "Resource Management on the Flight Deck." 3.
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid.
14. H. P. Ruffell Si iith. A SimulatorStudy of the Interactionof Pilot Work Load uith Errors.
Vigilance. and Decisions, technical memorandum 78482 (Moffett Field. Calif.: NASA. Ames
Research Center. 1979), 1-2.
15. Ibid., 21.
16. Ibid.. 28.
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
19. Lauber. "Resource Management on the Flight Deck," 5.
20. Ibid.. 7.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.. 8.
23. L'uber, "Cockpit Resource Management." 12.
24. Orlady and Foushee. iv.
25. Jan W. Steenb]ik. 'Two Pilots. One Team: Part Two." Air Line Pilot. September 1988,
14.
26. Federal Aviation Administration, "Cockpit Resource Management Training." draft
FAA Advisory Circular. 1- 14.
27. Steenblik, I.
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Chapter 2

Critical Elements of
Cockpit Resource Management
While technical flying skills are critical to keeping an aircraft flying during
an in-flight emergency. CRM skills are essential to analyzing emergency
situations and taking appropriate actions. As Robert L. Helmreich, University of Texas at Austin. notes, the dynamics of aircrew behavior are similar
to the behaviors of any other small group. ' Thus. cockpit resource management training programs draw heavily on the concepts of social psychology
and small group dynamics. Although the training programs of specific
airlines may differ in the emphasis they put on a particular area and in
their methods of presentation, they all include the following five critical
elements of cockpit resource management: leadership, interpersonal communications, situational awareness, problem solving, and critique. The
following discussion explains how the human factors associated with each
of these elements influence pilot behavior and affect team performance.
This discussion should promote a better understanding of the scope of
cockpit resource management training and its importance to achieving
improved levels of aircrew coordination.

Leadership
Aircraft commanders exert the greatest influence on aircrew performance. They must be skilled in three highly interdependent leadership
roles: commander, leader, and manager. The authority of the aircraft
commander Is statutory-all crew members are bound to preserve the
Researchers have found that the aircraft
authority of command. 2
commander's effectiveness as a leader is a function of his or her personality
and situational factors. ' None of the CRM concepts are intended to Infringe
on that lawful authority and the responsibility of the pilot in conunand.
This point is emphasized in CRM programs to dispel any misconceptions
that could develop in discussions of team leadership.
The aircraft commander's role as the team leader extends beyond
statutory authority. A pilot's effectiveness as the crew leader depends on
his or her ability to involve all crew members in pursuit of tearn goals. CRM
programs teach crew members to recognize effective and ineffect ve leadership styles and how those styles affect aircrew performance. In critical
7

Iesults occur
situations that require input from all crew members,the hest
when the aircraft conmmander shows a high degree ol coiiu'e n for people as
well as performance. 4 Performance-oriented !'-atdcrshiI) styles Ithal ignore
the feelings of other crew members have been linked to numetous aiftraflt
accidents; such leadership styles cause breakdowns in airciew co(ldina-

Uon.
Many CRM programs teach the comcept of liintti

1

il leadt-crliip to

improve team performance. Aircraft commanders niust recognize that the
crew member who has the most informiation about a given sit uatioxn should
assume a leadership role in advocating a course of action l)ased on linique
expertise. As a corollary, the aircraft commander intust be willing to bt-cone
a functional follower and defer leadership momentarily to the expert. These
temporary roles emerge as a result of specific sit uat ions and have no effect
on the authority of the designated leader, the pUlot in ciliiid.
Functional leadership is linked to each crew nmember inerstanding his
or her role and to the pilot's responsibility in defining those roles. Poor crew

performance often results when "role boundaries" are no t clear."3 To be an
effective team leader the captain must ensure that each crew member
understands his or her team role. All crew members should know what is
expected of them and what to expect from other crew nelnbers. "Ihecrew's
team performance in crisis situations is enhanced when individual roles
are fulfilled as expected.
Leadership training provides aircraft commnandters with tle skills they
need to build effective teams. Lt Col Robert Gtlnett ofthe United States
Air Force Academy, in a study of team formatlon in a niajor airline.
documented the imnact the captain's preflight brieing had on subsequent
crew performance. The best captains, as ineasured by observed periormance during flight, conducted thorough briefings lhalt tailored noirmal
crew expectations "to fit as well as )ossible with the special circlinistancesof a particular flight. 8 In the worst case, the captain made commnents during
causing contusion
the briefing that shattered normal crew expectations,
9
which led in turn to poor crew performance.
Another key to being an effective team leader is skill at resolving conflicts
among crew members and in winning the support of the cut ire crew Or tie
final decision. Crew members advocating conflicting opioionls cain cause
vital information to surface in the problem solving pr(Wess. Eil'ctive
conflict resolution reduces defensive behavior by individiial crew memibers
by focusing on -what Is right" instead of'who is righlt. 10 A r view of aircraft
accidents attributed to pilot or crew error showed that unresolved conflicts
were a factor In most of thcrm.
The aircraft commander nIlust also manage limiiman ait malt-rtal resources. The most critical aspect of this elemnett of the leadlrshilp role Is
controlling the work load of all crew members. The capt ahiin uuist recognize
the potential dangers of crew member overload during perio(ds of high
stress. In the opposite case, task underload, lie or slic must mtake sure
that boredom and fatigue do not lead to coml)lace('y thiat restlts in
8

inattention to detail.
The aircraft commander
can manage crew activities
2
by setting priorities and delegating tasks. 1
Although Air Force commissioning and profcssional military education
programs emphasize leadership, traditional pilot training programs do not
provide training or supervised practice In developing leadership or management skills for specific application in the cockpit. In fact, undergraduate
pilot training has stressed teaching pilots to perform independently, allowlng attitudes to develop that are detrimental to performance in a crew.
There are many indications that training in effective cockpit leadership
during Air Force pilot training programs will improve ci-ew performance.

Situational Awareness
Besides excellent hand-eye coordination and the other physical abilities
necessary for stick-and-rudder skills for controlling the aircraft, the pilot
and other crew members, just as importantly, must "stay ahead of the
aircraft." That is, they must relate continuously "what Is going on at the
moment .. . to what has gone on in the past and what may go on in the
future." 13 For many ndividuals developing and maintaining this sense of
situational awareness is more difficult than learning stick-and-rudder
skills.
Learning the former skills may be harder for these individuals since their
perception of the situation is dependent on their individual perceptions of
events. Different backgrounds, experience, and training contribute to
differing perceptions of situations. 14 During CRM training, crews will learn
to identify clues that should alert them that their perceptions are in error.
For example, the situation may prove to be ambiguous when two independent sources of information conflict. Failure to meet targets such as
the estimated time of arrival at a reporting point should aleri the crew to
possible problems. Any unresolved discrepancy Is a clue that the "situation" may be other than it appears on the surface, r' When a crew member
att, iipt-, to accomplish too many tasks at one time, he or she becomes
overloaded and may overlook some tasks. On the other hand, during long
periods of low activity boredom sets in and crew members may become
indifferent to what is going on around them. In either case, cockpit
distractions can focus attention on single items
to the exclusion of others.
16
lowering the crew's situational awareness.
In addition, the feelings and attitudes of crew members can diminish
situational awareness. Complacent crew members will contribute less than

100 percent to assigned duties and, thus, will overlook critical details. Crew
members who are uncertain about their roles may withdraw from active
involvement in the situation to avoid embarrassment. If crew inembers are
suffering from fatigue, stress, frustration, and anger, they may pay too little
attention to the details of their assigned tasks. 17 CRM training can help
9

crew members develop skills that raise the situational awareness of the

entire crew.
Occasionally crews get caught up iMl group behaviors that are detriment al
to accurate perceptions of the situation. "Press on, regardless" is the
tendency for a crew to continue a course of action despite indications that
it needs to change its behavior. "Get-home-itis," management pressures,
"macho" attitudes, and professional pride influence crews to press on
regardless of risks. "Group think" reflects the willingness of crews to agree
on a course of action because "it is always done this way." Any group
behavior that results in the crew not looking for or using all available
Information or resources is known as "not playing with a full deck." "I'oo
much too soon, too little too late" characterizes a crew's failure to act within
an appropriate time frame. A pilot may act too soon if he or she shuts down
an engine for a low oil pressure indication without verifying the reading on
other gauges. The pilot acts too late if. after verifying the low oil pressure,
he or she waits too long to shut the engine down, resulting in failed engine
bearings. The negative effects of these types of behavior can be avoided
with a constructive
through an awareness of these crew pitfalls
18 combined
environment.
flight
the
about
skepticism
A constructive skepticism during flight motivates a pilot to continuously
update his or her understanding of the existing situation and stay mentally
ahead of the aircraft. When his or her perceptions are in error, the pilot
needs to have available and use information that shows that error. 19 An
analysis of aircraft accidents indicates that someone on the crew usually
had information that, if successfully communicated to the pilot, could have
helped the crew avoid the accident. Lee Bolman, Harvard University,
suggests that obtaining and utilizing nformation effectively requires skills
in interpersonal communications. 2

Problem Solving
If crews do not quickly recognize and correct problems. those problenis
may worsen: low oil pressure can cause an engine to seize, or a hydratlic
leak can lead to a loss of flight controls. The crew's analysis of the problem
is affected by its perceptions of the situation. For example, one pilot
mistakenly identified a problem as a high-speed huflet when it was in fact
a stall warning. By reducing power, the pilot cauised the aircraft to enter a
full stall.
A crew can accurately identify a problem only by analyiing all pert iett
Information. The significance of th:'- inforiation t hat each crew memiber
2
has may not be understood until it s analyzed as part of a larger picture. 1
A crew that works together and shares Information will arrive at a better
solution to a problem than if each individual works alone to solve a piece
of the puzzle. Most CRM training programs preach synergy: the whole is
greater than the sum of the paris. To achieve synergistic solutions to
10

problems. each crew member must be assertive in advocating ideas ana
22
opinions and flexible In understanding the ideas and opinions of others.
When the pilot in command obtains all pertinent information, he or she
must exercise judgement to arrive at the best possible decision. Judgement
may be thought of as experience applied."2 3 Training methods that
broaden an individual's experience base contribute to better judgement.
Group problem solving provides a larger pool of experience on which the
aircraft commander may base his or herjudgement. Still, the final decision
is the responsibility of the pilot in command.
Once an aircraft commander decides on a course of action, he or she
should brief the crew on that plan. Every flight begins with mission
planning and a crew briefing. However, problems encountered during the
flight may require revision of the original plan. The aircraft commander
must then brief all crew members to ensure that they are aware of and
understand the changes in procedures, duty assignments, and observable
limits to be monitored.2 4
The plan should be validated and updated through continuous reviews.
A review should be conducted at the end of each problem-solving cycle to
validate the plan and ensure that nothing has been overlooked. Each crew
member should call for a formal review by the crew anytime the individual
is uncomfortable with the current situation. 2 5 These reviews as well as the
entire problem-solving process require skills in interpersonal communlcations.

Communications
The aircraft commander must establish an environment that promotes
the free flow of information within the cockpit. Positive feedback regarding
the value of inputs from other crew members encourages them to make
further contributions in problem-solving situations. Negative feedback can
cause them to withhold vital information in critical situations. An aircraft
commander should be skilled at expressing disagreement when appropriate
without causing the other crew member to feel personally rejected or
ignored .26
Cockpit communications are greatly enhanced when crew members are
skilled in inquiry and advocacy. Inquiry is a process of actively seeking
information from all available sources. It is a for-In of constructive skepticism that helps overcome complacency. 2 7 Advocacy is an obligation to
speak out assertively in support of an alternate course of action while
remaining open to opposing viewpoints. 28 A lack of assertiveness by crew
members is suspected as a leading cause of crew error. Flight safety is
enhanced when inquiry and advocacy are used together as basic communicative tools for effective problem solving.
Interpersonal communications may be verbal or nonverbal. For comnniunication to be effective, the receiver must understand the intended
II

message. Barriers to communication may Interfere with the intended
message being received and accurately understood. Four specific barriers
are discussed in CRaM training: semantic distortion, status differential,
serial distortion, and information load.
Status differential frequently causes problems in communications in the
military. Individuals with high rank may go unchallenged, even when they
are evidently wrong. Lower-ranking individuals may be hesitant to speak
up or they may withhold comments entirely. Status differential often
results in the messages of junior crew members being unjustifiably
rejected. 2 9 After CRM training, for example. Military Airlift Command C-5
crews have realized that the loadmasters junior crew members) are one of
the most underutlized resources on the aircraft.3 0

Critique
Aircrews must practice excellent skills in communication if they are to
conduct thorough and meaningful critical analyses of their performance.
They conduct these critiques at three points in their mission. The first
occurs during premission planning. The second type of critique is the
ongoing review conducted as part of the in-flight problem-solving process.
The third occurs after the fact as a postmission debriefing of crew performance.
Critique is an area of CRM where Air Force pilot training is generally
ahead of the civilian industry. The following guidelines for successful
critique are widely used in the Air Force:
Critique performance not the person; do not place blame.
Be specific and provide suggestions.
If it is not correctable, leave it alone.
Critique should be well timed and tactful.
* Analyze both strengths and weaknesses.
" Be sincere with praise.
* Be open and honest; ask for feedback.
" Get everyone involved. 3 '
*
*
*
"

Constructive critique results in better planning, promotes learning from
past experiences, and keeps the channels of communication open. Critique
should be emphasized because it is a useful tool for improving aircrew
performance that is often overlooked or forgotten by flight crews. 3 2 Structuring critiques in standardized formats will enhance the completeness and
accuracy of critiques.
Leadership, communications, situational awareness, problem solving,
and critique are interdependent and complementary skills. It is difficult to
be skilled in one of these areas without substantial skills in the other four.
These related skills are essential to achieving the primary goal of cockpit
resource management. namely, "improving the quality of crew coordination
12

and resource utilization."3 3 The next chapter reviews some of the unique

approaches that cockpit resource management programs have employed to
train these skills.
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Chapter 3

Civilian Cockpit Resource
Management Programs
Based on NASA's rest-arch many civilian airlines have developed CRM
training programs to improve interpersonal skills, resource management,
and alrcrew coordination. The relatively new and evolving training techn!iques used by the civilian aviation industry can provide insights that may
be helpful in developing sinillar training courses to Improve aircrew coordination and reso'rce uilizati(i1 in the Air Force.

Training Methods and Media
Most of these programs include workshops that average three days of
intensive siidy of CRM concepts. During these workshops, facilitators
gli(e the participants through multimedia presentations and group exercises, Since the t)arlicipaiits are experienced, professional pilots from a
variety of backgrounds, the facilitators encourage them to share their
insighlts and experienc(.es. Learning takes place during group exercises and
seminar dliscussions.
Most workshops provide an overview of CRM training through textual
materials, classroom lectures, and seminars. This introductory material
develops a common latigi iaqe for discussing the principles and concepts of
cockpit resource manaetnent. 1he workshops use a variety of media such
as workbooks. audiocassettes, and sound-slide and videotape presentations. Some CRM progranis send these course materials to students to
complete before they arriVe at the workshop. Many of the CRM training
programs use (iicstlionnaiies at lhe beginning and end of the course to
ineasui-e changles in attitudes and to indicate the ellectiveness of the
training program. Fee( back from thcse instiuments can increase a crew
Tnernber's awareness of his or her own cockpit behaviors and of how
alti ti(les affect c'rew pcrl0nnanCe.
Most, if not all, CRM training programs rely on case studies as a primary
training inethod. These courses use transcripts from cockpit voice recorders and official NI-Sfl accident reports to analyze the causes of aircraft
accidents. Accideint re-creations oji videotape and other media provide
excellent opportllittics fo facilitators to emphasize CRM principles and
creatc an awarelless ot what studncts should look fbr In the real world.
15

These videotapes can provide examples of effective and ineffective crew
coordination that will stimulate discussion, motivate participation, and
promote understanding of CRM concepts and principles.
Many of the group exercises identify effective leadership styles and
improve communicative skills. Some of the most effective group exercises
demonstrate synergistic problem solving and its effect on team performance. In these exercises, each student first works alone to solve a separate
task out of a set of tasks assigned to the group. He or she then acts as a
part of a small group to arrive at group solutions to the same set of tasks.
The collective results of the individual solutions and the interactive group
solution are compared. If the group score is higher than the sum of the
individual scores, then the group has achieved synergy.
Many CRM woikshops also use role-playing exercises to develop leadership and conununication skills. Pa:ticipants act out a scenario as members
of a flight crew in positions for which they may or may not be qualified.
None of the students know what is in the other crew members' scripts. The
scenarios require the crew members to perform as a team in arriving at a
solution. Such role-playing can be a cost-effective method of accomplishing
training objectives that would otherwise be accomplished in expensive
simulators. Successful role-playing requires tightly structured, realistic
scenarios and very skilled facilitators to motivate participants to take the
situation seriously.
In role-playing and other group exercises, much of the learning takes
place during postactivity discussion and critir"
Learning is enhanced
when the activities are videotaped for repl. 5 uruig the critique. Group
feedback, aided by videotape rer's.,y6, nelps individuals to see their own
behaviors as they are seen by other crew members. Such differences
between one's perception o' self and the manner in which he or she is
perceived by others are risky in most ociuotx
;-.Ls,
"but nowhere [are they]
riskier than in the cockpit."' Role-playing and similar group exercises
provide a starting point for adopting more effective cockpit behaviors.
The most valuable tool for acquiring CRM skills in a military setting is
mission-oriented simulator training (MOST) in high-fidellty simulators.
MOST provides an opportunity for students to practice the skills they
learned in the CRM workshop. These full-mission scenarios are designed
to accurately replicate flight operations. The facilitator does not Instruct
during mission-oriented simulator training. He or she guides the scenario
to ensure its realism and takes notes for the critique. The instructor
Introduces problems that the crew must solve. The crew members must
live with the consequences of their decisions and actions until the mission
ends; the simulator is not reset as in part-task training scenarios. A pan
camera records the entire mission. The instnictor marks portions of the
tape that will enhance the postmission critique. The canera picks up
nonverbal communications that woul I be missed by sound alone.
The posimission debriefings are a valuable pail of the MOSF learning
experience. The instructor encourages crews to critique themselves first:
16

he or she will guide and aid in tlhe critique as necessary. The replay of the
videotape oft lie MtST' exercise enhanlces ie effectiveness of these postimission debriefinigs, Thie videotapes are erased after each critique to ensure
that the students do not see the MOST exercises as a threat to their careers.
Mission-oriented simnulator training and other training methods are
comnioni to nianv oft lie CRM programs in the private sector. However, each
program has iique characteristics and features. In tie rest of this
chapter, I briefly review he approach to training taken by a representative
sample of civilian CRM programs.

United Airlines
United Airlines implemented the first comprehensive program dedicated
specifically to cockpit resource management training in 1979. United
recognized the need to apply business management principles to the cockpit
and entered a collaborative agreement with Scientific Methods, Incorporated, to develop a new training program. In 1982 United and Scientific
Methods began a joint venture that offered a generic version of United's
cockpit resoutrce management training to the aviation industry. 2 United's
CRM program includes home study, a workshop, and line-oriented flight
training (LOVII-the civilian equivalent of MOST.
Each participant receives a workbook as part of the home-study portion
of the course. The home-study phase of the course Introduces the students
to 0)he terminology and theory of team dynamics. They are expected to
complete the workbooks before reporting for the start of the workshop. The
intensive, tntt:c-day workshop includes seminar discussions, group exercises, role-playing exercises. and case studies. During the workshop
"learning comes about from the structured experience contained In the
training itself as opposed to listening to a trainer, psychologist, or
3
other ...

expert lecturing from the front of a ...

classroom."

A cornerstone ol Unit ed's CRM program is the use of the Cockpit Resource
Management Grid* developed by Scientific Methods. 4 This matrix (fig. 1)
depicts five leadership styles. Participants in the workshop are divided into
teams to work on group exercises, after which the team members critique
one anothcr on individual contributions to effective teamwork and leadership styles.
i (ie critklfu !s rimducted in relationship to the five key
elernents of teaiwork and effective leadership: inquiry, advocacy. conflict
resolutiol, decision making, and critique.6 This feedback from peers lets
crew nembers conpare t heir
own behavior to I lie leadership styles depicted
7
on the mnaiagnenuet gridc
The workshop concl des training for those in the joint venture CRM
program iiulcss their paicnt organization has fllow-on training. United
crew ienibe'is coiitmiie their CRM training during annual LOFrexercises
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Figure 1. Cockpit Resource Management Grid

conducted in state-of-the-art simulators. These annual exercises allow
crew members to practice their skills under realistic conditions. Each
annual LOFT mission covers only one of the subject areas--leadership style
Identification, communications, decision making, critique, or judgement.
Thus, a United crew member will require five ycars 'a complete the entire

CRM training program.
The crew's performance during each LOFT mission is recorded on
videotape. Portions of the videotape are replayed and the crew conducts a
self-critique under tihe guidance of a well-trained instructor. The no-threat
environment of the critique is enhanced by the fact that the tape is erased
at the conclusion of each critique.!
18

Participants in the workshop are asked to flU out questionnaires that
assess their attitudes about effective cockpit behavior. Their responses
indicate that the workshop strengthens the participants' attitudes about
the participants develop a better understanding
effective behavior and that
0
of their own behavior. 1

People Express
People Express has included CRM as an integral part of its training since
the airline began passenger service in 1981. The company implemented a
new CRM program in 1986. It emphasizes practical methods which provide
simple and effective tools for improving cockpit management and leadership. 1 1 The program consists of semiannual seminars. LOFT exercises in
state-of-the-art simulators, and a new academic program authored by
Robert W. Mudge of Cockpit Management Resources, Incorporated. 12
The academic program consists of 12 study units, which begin with an
overview of cockpit resource management, including the roles and responsibilities of crew members and the nature of command. The overview
stresses the importance of positive attitudes and an open mind. The
remainder of the course concentrates on 17 specific CRM elements. The
program seeks to teach pilots to understand each element and its relationits impact
ship to the whole, to recognize the presence of the element and
13
on flight operations, and to control these elements effectively.
The self-study academic course consists of workbooks used interactively
with audiocassette tapes. The workbooks contain text, self-evaluation flash
ca: ds, hands-on observation check sheets, discussion questions, and
supplemental readings. The course materials include14two audiotapes with
a lecture and a panel discussion for each study unit.
Each semiannual seminar consists of group discussions of the materials
in two study units. Discussions are stimulated by viewing selected
videotapes and conducting a detailed analysis of an NTSB accident report.
Selected exercises and self-assessment instruments are included in certain
study units such as the one on management style. People Express plans
a LOFT mission following each workshop seminar. Given this semiannual
cycle, a pilot will need three years to complete all 12 study units.'

SimuFlite Training International
SimuFlite Training International. based at the Dallas-Forl Worth Airport,
devcioped FliteDeck Management (FDM) for training customers in CRM
skills. Although this training is oriented towards corporate aviation. the
company does some flight training for military uniit tbt 11v similar aircrafi.
This course is a three-day interactive workshop. The three primary
19

methods of instruction are traditional lecture with videotape and slide
16
presentations, seminars, and NTSB accident report study and analysis.
The FDM workshop is offered as a stand-alone course, but many of the
students continue in one of SimuFlite's flight programs where they have
the opportunity to practice their FDM skills in the realistic cockpit environment of high-fidelity simulators. The last simulator mission n each of their
flight programs is a videotaped LOFT scenario.
SimuFlite noted that the most successful pilots and flight crews shared
critical attitudes and methods:
1. An intimate knowledge of [the] business.
2. An . . . embracing continual skepticism, a time-dependent situational awareness, and a conservative situational response.
17
3. The development and use of effective standard operating procedures.

The SimuFlite course discusses the effect of eight "critical success elements"
on these "critical success factors." The critical success elements are: policy
and regulations, command authority, effective communication, planning.
available resources, operating strategy, judgement and decision making.
and work load performance. I
The unique feature of the SimuFlite program is the management cycle for
planning. The SimuFlite FliteDeck Management Cycle is a systematically
organized approach to aircrew problem solving (fig. 2).19
The planning cycle is set in motion after the pilot briefing, which describes
the procedures to be used, sets observable limits, and includes specific
duties for each crew member. 20 Replanning for contingencies and further
briefings may be required. The cycle is completed as the crew begins
monitoring events for new challenges.

FlightSafety International
FlightSafety International provides flight training for many customers.
including the Air Force. The company has an extensi,.e program for
teaching cockpit resource management, called Cockpit Management Concepts (CMC). This program includes four elements: cockpit management
courseware, line-oriented flight training, crew self-critique, and instructor
critique. The course material may be presented in a two-and-a-half day
Practical Cockpit Management Workshop or taught in four separate sections that allow the pilots more time to absorb what they learn. The
instructional methods consist of group interaction in skill development
exercises, role-playing, problem-solving exercises, and case studies of
accidents.
The training focuses on situational awareness, defined as the "accurate
perception of the factors and conditions that affect an aircraft and its flight
crew during a defined period of time. "2 1 In more familiar terms, situational
20
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" No one looking out the window-Crew not performing vistial lookout procedures.
" Use of an undocumented procedure-The use of a procedure for procedures) that
Is not prescribed in approved flight manuals or checklists to deal with normal.
abnormal, or emergency conditions.
* Violating minlmums--Intentonal or unintentional %lolation of (or intent to
violate) defined minimum operating conditions or specifications, as pres.c-ribed by
regulations or more restrictive flight operations manuals or directives 'his includes
weather conditions operating limitations, crew rest or duty limitations, approach
minimums, and so forth.
* Unresolved discrepancy-Faluire to resolve conflicts of opinion, information.
changes in weather, or other cunditions.
* Failure to meet targets-Failure of the flight or flight crew to attain and/or
maintain identified targets. Targets Include ETAs [estimated times of arrival], speeds.
approach minimums. altitudes and headings. configuration requirements. plans. etc.
9 Departure from standard operating procedure-Departure (or intent to depart)
from prescribed standard operating procedure."

CMC identifies five elements that contribute to situational awareness:

experience and training, physical flying skills, spatial orientation, health
and attitude, and cockpit management. 25 Cockpit management is the most
neglected element in traditional pilot training. FlightSafety defines cockpit
management as "the use and coordination of all the skills and resources
available to the flight crew . . . the means by which a pilot might achieve
"2
and maintain situational awareness. 6

The civilian CRM training programs I have described above parallel each
other. I have highlighted some of the different approaches taken in a small
sample of civilian CRM programs, but each one addresses the five critical
elements of successful CRM training:
leadership, interperscnal cornru inicat ions, situational awareness. problem solving. and critique. A more
complete list and rank ordering of the most effective instructional methods
and training media used by CRM programs appears in a study conducted
by Capt T. L. Sams of American Airlines (appendLx A). 2 7 The next chapter
reviews Air Force adaptations of CRM training and highlights some of the
differences in operational environments that must be considered in military
applications.
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Chapter 4

Air Force Applications
The research that led to the development of cockpit resource management
training programs sought to find the underlying causes of human error by
flight crews. Data from civil aviation was easier to obtain because cockpit
voice recorders in civilian cockpits provided a source of information not
available in Air Force aircraft, and public access to information about Air
Force air crashes is restricted. Even though the data is derived primarily
from civilian sources, the basic elements of CRM training should apply
equally well to military aircrews. The technical flying skills and general
cockpit oehaviors required of both airline and Air Force aircrews are similar
despite differences in their missions and in the composition of the alrcrews.
These differences probably make CRM training more imperative for mlit ary
aircrews. After comparing and contrasting civilian and Air Force alrcrews.
I conclude this chapter with a review of current Air Force applications of
CRM training.

Operational Differences
Civilian air carriers have one mission, to carry passengers and air freight
from one location to another. Civilian flights are generally routine flights
in fa illai areas and all ground requirements are handled by specialized
company personnel.' In contrast, Air Force crews fly a variety of complex
missions: tactical airlift, gunship, bombing. aerial refueling, reconnaissance. special operations, airdrop, and search and rescue among others.
And they use many tactics to accomplish these missions, including highand low-altitude deliveries and formation flying. Furthermore. Air Force
alrcrews must be prepared to deploy worldwide at a moment's notice to
unfamiliar locations where ground support may not exist. Finally, .Air Force
aircraft commanders are responsible for many more activities than their
civilian counterparts, such as mission planning, weight and balance, 2filing
of flight plans, preflight checks, ground servicing, and cargo loading.
In addition, the rank structure in the military can complicate relationships in the cockpit. Differences in rank can restrict voluntary communications, especially between a junior enlisted crew member and a senior officer.
In some instances. "old head" senior noncommissioned officers may attempt
to dominate a junior aircraft commander. Problems also arise when the
aircraft commander Is junior in rank to other crew members. 3
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Likewise, the Air Force aircraft commander must cope wit h formal bans
on fraternization between officer and enlisted members of the aircrew. The
normal Strategic Air Command tanker crew has one enlisted crew member,
a boom operator. Aircrews of MAC's large transport aircraft usually have
at least two enlisted crew members, a flight engineer and a loadniaster: they
mav have two or more of each. Aircraft commanders work closely with
enlisted crew members on a daily basis and bear responsibility for their
behavior even (luring off-duty periods. Officers must be sensitive to the
needs and feelings of enlisted crew members and attempt to remove barriers
ao communications. T e active partium
ion of all crew members--[icer
4
and enlisted-is essential for optimuc crewnperformancee.
This officer-enlisted relationship requires formality In the military cockpit. Hence, crew position titles--pilot, copilot, engineer, load-are used
instead of first names. Increased discipline and formality are necessary
when using interphone systems for communications, as required on Air
Force tanker-transport aircraft because of high noise levels and remote crew
member workstations. In airline cockpits5 where noise levels are low, crew
members can use voice communications.
To compound the situation even more, Air Force pilots on the average
have less experience in the cockpit than their civilian counterparts. The
typical Air Force pilot enters undergraduate pilot training with 40 hours'
flying time and the typical aircraft commander will average approximately
five years of service and 2,000--3,500 flying hours. The average airline "new
hires" have 1,500-2,000 flying hours. By the time they upgrade to captain,
they will have 10-15 years with the company and a total of 7,000-10,000
flying hours. This difference is compounded by the higher turnover rate in
the Air Force. At the 8- to 11 -year point approximately one half of the Air
Force pilots resign, many of them to begin airline careers. In contrast,
airline pilots may spend 30 years' flying for the same company. 6

Air Force CRM Training Programs
Rank structure, social barriers, a lesser experience level, and the added
complexities of the military mission combine to make aircrew coordination
more difficult in Air Force cockpits. These operational differences between
the civilian and military environments provide additional jusiificatioi| for
providing Air Force crews with cockpit resource management training.
CRM training will provide increased margins for flight safety in bot h civilian
aviation and the Air Force. In addition, CRM has tremendous potential for
Increasing mission effectiveness of Air Force flight crews.
C-5 Aircrew Training System
Impressed by the favorable responses to the United Airlines CRM program. the Air Force required that CRM be included as part of the
contractor-operated Aircrew Training Systenn (NS) purchased from I itued
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Airlines Services Corporation for training C-5 crew members. 7 The CRM
portion of the ATS is called alrcrew coordination training (ACT). Tie
implementation of ACT has recently been taken over by Flight Safety International. The stated purpose of this course is "to develop skills in interpersonal communication, situational awareness, and team leadership" and to
"motivate the participants to incorporate crew coordination concepts and
principles into their own operational environment."8 Each class consists
of 12-24 C-5 aircrew members-pilots, flight engineers, and loadmasterswho have completed initial qualification and are undergoing mission
9
qualification.
The ACT program begins with a precourse workbook that presents ACT
concepts and principles and Introduces the terminology used in subsequent
discussions. Students then attend a two-day ACT workshop that consists
of interactive lectures, group discussions, and group exercises. The group
discussions are stimulated by showing videotapes that illustrate positive
and negative examples of alrcrew coordination based on actual flight
incidents or accidents. ' 0 The effectiveness of the workshop depends on the
ability of the instructor or facilitator to encourage open participation and
discussion. Group discussions rely heavily on the sharing of experiences
and expertise among the i--rticipants. In addition to the workshop, aircrew
members must c-ete four specific scenarios in mission-oriented
simulator trainin, ' OST) each year.
The MOST w,-ston in the C-5 simulator includes a two-hour prebrief,
four hours i,,the simulator, and a one-hour critique. MOST scenarios are
similar to civilian LOFT scenarios, except they simulate the military mission. ".he crew's actions during the four hours n the simulator are recorded
on videotape. The Instructor plays back portions of the videotape during
the postmlssion critique, encouraging crew self-critique ?ind emphasizing
the principles of crew coordination.
1550th Combat Crew Training Wing
In September 1985 MAC's 1550th Combat Crew Training Wing (CCTW)
at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, developed one of the first cockpit resource
management programs in the Air Force. 'lie wing is responsible for initial
qualification and refresher training for C- 130 and heavy-lilt helicopter
aircrews. On the first day of initial ACT qualification, crews at the 15501h
CCTIW receive eight hours of academics, followed on the second day by a
MOSr mission. Annual recurrent training consists of a two-hour academic
refresher course followed by a MOST mission. I I
Tie academics Include an lntroduiction, grotip exercise, groilp discusstons, and slide and videotape presentations of airline crashes. I)iscusslons center around five key elements of crew coordiinatini: ili(juiry.
advocacy, conflict resolution, decision making, and critique. 1i1hcourse
also stresses conmunications, leadership, and followerslhip. 12
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The MOST mission is videotaped and portions are replayed during
critique. MOST allows crew members to put their new knowledge to practice
in a cockpit environment. Scenarios are made as real as possible. with the
instructor acting as an observer and taking notes to facilitate the postrnlssion critique. Crews debrief themselves on the five elements of crew
coordination and assess their own leadership styles.' 3
349th Military Airlift Wing
The 349th Military Airlift Wing (MAW). Travis AFB, California, is a C-5
reserve unit. The wing developed its own CRM program. called aircrew
resource management (ARM), to emphasize the use of all resources and
crew members, specifically the loadmasters-whose duty stations are not
located in the cockpit. The crew on a C-5 may number seven but can grow
to as many as 22.14
The ARM course begins with a nine-hour seminar for a typical C-5 crew,
consisting of three pilots, three flight engineers, and four loadmasters. ARM
emphasizes synergy: crew performance as a group is superior to the sum
of the performances of each crew member taken independently. The first
two objectives of the course are developing an understanding of synergy
and learning a common language for discussing associated principles. The
third objective, considered the heart of the program. involves learning and
using the synergy formula (fig. 3) as a practical tool for effective problem
solving and decision making in the aircraft.15.
The process of seeking and promoting ideas often results in conflicts of
opinion among crew members. As Lt Col Conrad Biegalski states, "In the
act of working out the conflicts through a purification and refinement of
data, the pilot-in-command is able to make a synergistic decision, one based
on more data than was previously available to any single individual on the
airplane."

16

Before learning the formula, crews discuss communication skills, barriers to effective communications, and behavioral characteristics of individuals in a group problem-solving situation. The formula is then
presented on three-by-five cards that crews may carry on the aircraft as a
reference.1 7 Role-playing exercises aim at having the students internalize
the formula and develop skill in using it.
One of the unique features of the ARM seminar is the videotaping and
replaying of the role-playing exercises. The objective is the same as
videotaping of LOFT sessions in the simulator. The videotape role-play is
accomplished by using chairs and a common bathroom plunger (simulated
control column) in a classroom to simulate a cockpit. The students play
roles as members of an aircrew in a strictly controlled scenario that
introduces conflicts the crew must resolve. The videotape replay allows
crews to observe and analyze the decision-making process and allows the
seminar facilitators to provide better personial feedback. 1
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The Synergy Formula
(expanded)

Q

QUESTIONING/
SEEKING
ideas, data.
Information

conflict p

P

synergy to

D

DEIONW

PROMOTING
ideas
information
data

Q stands for questioning, seeking, and searching for information, data, and ideas.
P stands for promoting, or advocating the information, data,
ideas, needs, requirements, etc., which each member of the crew
possesses.
D is the decision.
isHow're We-Doing" is a reminder to conduct an "immediate
and ongoing in-flight review" of the problem solution.
R is a reminder to "repeat this process as many times as
necessary.Sourc*:TMaj John 1 Haliday. LtI

CoGnr,,d . Biega10l,. and Mai Anthony lozana. 'CRM T~aininq
in th~e349th M-lit.,y Airlift Wng, Cicipt Rego,AMa,,g--- nf T-ir~n-q
Prooeed,
of
NASAA4MACWork~shop, ad Horfy WY Orlady and H Clayton Foumhie. conference publication 2455
(Moffett Field. Cal.: NASA, A-*@ Reeiii.1h Gant-, 1987). 152.

Figure 3 Synergy Formula

Time-limited group exercises are used1 during the seminar to emphasize
the concept of synergy. The exercises are supported by case studies and
role-playing. The seminar is followed and reinforced by inission-oriented
simulator trauihig.t
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Surveys conducted by the 3491h MAW indicate that "studenlts developed
a highly receptive and improving att it ude toward lie serninar format- in tie
areas emphasized. 2 0 When crew members who had not received the ARM
training were asked if crew c()rdination llad been iniproved, "80 percent of
those Unt rained individuals felt they had observed better coordination and
flight -deck _'t
inosphere froni those c rewmenibers who had undergone train21
ie niemnbers of the 349h MAW credit much of their success to
ing.proiotton of ARM goals by the entire unit, fr-oi the creation of an ARM
stafl thalt reports directly to the commander on the use of an ARM critique
guide to debrief nissions.
Military Airlift Command
The Military Airlift Conunand cosponsored the NASA-MAC conference on
cockpit resource management in San Francisco. 6-8 May 1986. 22 Much of
the niaterial reported here first appeared in the proceedings of that conference. Subsequently, Headquarlers Military Airlift Command published
'Aircrew (oordination Training. A Military Airlift Command Workshop on
flunan Resource Manageient in the Aircraft" as a guide for developing
standardized aircrew coordination training workshops at each MAC training unit. 23 This manual contains lesson outlines, reference materials, and
suggested methods of instruction.
Aircrew coordination training includes the sane elements found in most
CRM courses: comnunications, situational awareness, leadership and
followcrship. decision making, and mission analysis.
The suggested
methods of instruction include prework (self-study), group exercises,
workshop seminars. tutoring, structured peer pressure, and missionoriented simulator training. Each unit is encouraged to tailor the presentat ion of course materials as appropriate for their type of aircraft. mission,
24
time, and facilities.

Strategic Air Command
The Strategic Air Command (SAC) is currently in the process of contract-

ilg with a civilian firm to develop and implement cockpit resource managenient training for all of the command's weapon systems. SAC recognizes
that its training is oriented towards technical knowledge and that training
deficiencies exist in intracrew communications, situational awareness.
teani leadership and followership, problem solving, and decision making.
The colltracted CRM training will enhance aircrew coordination by correct25
ing these deficiencies.
The Air Force is already realizing the benefits to be gained froin training
its aircrews in the skills of co'kpit resource management.
Specialized
undergraduate pilot training (SUPT) will allow the Air Training Command
to provide the foundation for follow-on CRM training by the major coimands. Two major commands. SAC and MAC, alreadj have initiated CRM
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training for their crews. The next chapter provides guidelines for ilnplernenting CRM training during SUPT.
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Chapter 5

Implementing Cockpit
Resource Management
Training in Specialized
Undergraduate Pilot Training
In this study I show that civilian and military cockpit resource manageruent training enhances aircrew coordination. Chapter 1 documents poor
aircrew coordination as the major cause of aircraft accidents and identifies
deficiencies in traditional pilot training that contribute to this lack of
aircrew coordination. Chapter 2 describes cockpit resource management
as a program for enhancing the many skills required for effective aircrew
coordination. In chapters 3 and 4, 1 review training methods used in
existing civilian and Air Force CRM programs. In this chapter, 1 summarize
the steps the Air Training Command will need to take to initiate CRM
training during specialized undergraduate pilot training. I then make
program-specific recommendations for implementing cockpit resource
management training in SUPT.

Organizational Support
Prof J. Richard Hackman of Harvard University observed that for the
cockpit team to be successful, crew members must expand the team concept
to include anyone in the organization who can affect the safety and
efficiency of their flight. Iplementing
n
a successful CRM training program
i Air'rraining Command will require support at every level of the command.
fron the senior stall to squadron instructors.
For CRM training to produce lasting behavioral change, the attitudes
developed through CRM training must be supported throughout the comniand by training, material resources, policies, and regulations. Air TrainIng Conmninmd should "reinforce ttie view that crewmembers are responsible
as a teami for the safe conduct of a flight" by adjusting policies and
regulations to reward effective crew performance as well as individual
pertormance. 2 The irnpletmentation of the CRM training program should
begin by "helping those who have authority and responsibility for the
design, managementand regulation of crews learn how to create perfor33

mance environments that will actively slp ort the kinds ol behaviors and
attitudes that are taught in CRM courses.
Air Training Command should conduct briefings I()r its personnel to
Increase their awareness of CRM and how their support will contnbute to
the success of the program. The briefings should defilne CRM. provide an
overview of CRM concepts, and outline the planned Arc cockpit resource
management training program. Seminars miay be used ixcolijunct ion with
the CRM awareness briefings as an introductory program for designated
staff personnel.
The next critical step is to train evalnalors and instructors. Their
critiques and In-flight evaluations of actual aircrew perfonrance can make
or break the program. Instrctors and evaluators must receive intensive
CRM training above and beyond that given to other crew members to develop
the judgement to Identify individual and crew problems correctly.
The next consideration Is to ensure that student pilots understand and
support the purpose and goals of cockpit resource management training.
The concepts must be presented in terms laniliar to the students, not in
the jargon of the psychologist or educator in aca,:emia. Student background and experience. or lack thereof, should be considered in selecting
training methods and media that will keep interest and motivation high.
Appendix B outlines reconiniendf-d phases for ATC's cockpit resource
management training.

Training Integration
Most aircrew training programs teach cockpit resoulrce management
through three-day workshops followed by recurring semiannual or annual
LOFT or MOST sinmult ions. Workshops are economical when pilots must
take time out from normal duties fort raining, especially if they have to travel
to training locations. However, these workshops limit the time available for
students to absorb and internalize what they have learned.
The Air Training Command. by totally integrating co¢kpit resource
management with other training requirements during SUPT, can present
CRM training in one- to two-hour blocks spread over several weeks rather
than compressing it into a three-day workshop. Tils approach will give
student pilots more time to internalize CRM concepts and skills. Integrating
CRM t raining during SU IT. combined wit h itie follow- on t raining pilots will
receive in the MAJCOMs. will create a total training program that will
reinforce CRM skills throughout a pilot's career.
In addition. the Air Training Commnand needs to Integrate the emerging
technologies of computer-based hnstruction and Interactive videos into its
CRM programs. Interactive video presentations can be easily integrated
with existing training and will permit students to progress at their own rate.
Interactive video allows students to choose among alternative courses of
action and then see the consequences of their decisions played back on
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video. These media will allow st u-lents to interact in realistic problemsolving scenarios and provide !'_cdback on the effectiveness of their actions.
This new technology can provie the adtvantiages of interaction in a selfpaced tratning environieiit and does not require a highly trained facilitator.
Interactive video may be a particularly eftective substitute for workshops
when Ihe experience level of the students is very low, as during SUPT.

Tanker-Transport Track
The current, single-track undergraduate pilot training (UPT) program
utilizes a fighter-type aircraft, the T-38. for all advanced pilot training.
However, because the T-38 airframe has -inherent design limitations, the
present training . . . (toes not address many of the specific needs of the
approximately 60 percent majority (ofIhe UPT cadets] bound for multicrew,
multiengine aircraft."1"o correct this shortcoming, implementation of
SUFT includes the acquisition ofa tanker-transport training system (TITS)
aircraft. It will be a commercially available business jet modified to meet
the operational training requirements of the tanker-transport track. 5 As Lt
Gen .J ,hn A. Shaud said, -The Tanker Transport Training System will permit
ATC to train crew leadership in a multiengine aircraft system for the first
time since we retired the World War Ifvintage B-25 in 1959. "6 He also noted
that
through (he years, ATC has prepared aspiring aviators to make the most of their
i1)dividual talents and skills. As we move Into a new era in pilot training with the

ITl'S. we continue that process of refinement. Thi ime, it means renewed emphasis
on aviation's equivalent of team play--aircrew coordination. 7

The 'ITS aircraft and siimulators will provide tanker-transport pilots with
opportunities for advanced CRM skill development. Two student pilots will
be flying with one instructor in the TFTS aircraft and simulator, which will
require aircrew coordination as an integral part of every training sortie.
Since an instructor will tb at one set of controls most of the time. the

students should have specific crew coordination duties that they must
perform from the "jump seat." These duties should include reading checklists, clearing for conflicting traffic, aiding in situational awareness, and
possibly operating radios. Although they should leave tile teaching to the
instructors, students should be encouraged to assert themselves if they see
an unsafe situation (leveloping. Student pilots in the tanker-transport
track should l)ract ice CRM skills during planning, execution, and critique
of simulator and aircraft missions.
Tanker-transporl instructors should have prior experience flying tankertransport aircraft. The Air Training Command's pilot instructor training
(PIT) for tanker-transporl track instructors should include a comprehensive
CRM training program. Until ATC develops sufficient CRM expertise within
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the command. instructorsshould atten(d a civilian-contracted CRM seminar
or complete one of the MAC or SAC inst ructcr courses.
The tanker-transport advanced track of SUPT should include a fully
integrated, comprehensive course in co(kpit resource management. In this
paper I have provided the background inlormation for developing andi
implementing such a course. Appendix C is a list of training tasks that
should form the basis of a SUIT cockpit resource management training
program.

Bomber-Fighter Track
As noted earlier, the design limitations of the T-38, which will provide
training in the fighter-bomber track, do not afford the same opportunities
as the "ITrS aircraft for developing CRM skills. Nevertheless, pilots in the
fighter-bomber track would benefit from a Lim ted CRM program tailored to
their needs. Leadership. communications, situational awareness, problem
solving, and critique are important skills for all pilots.
The need for aircrew coordination training in multicrew aircraft is obvious. Because the B-52, as well as ttue B- i and B-2, requires multiseat
crews and because the crews on these aircraft fly complex missions, bomber
pilots have even more to gain from CRM training than tanker-transport
pilots. Moreover, since the increasingly complex nature of the enemy threat
environment requires that fighters perform as teams in combating those
threats, wen single-seat fighter pilots have much to gain from CRM
training. CRM training improves team performance. Skills in leadership.
situational awareness, problem solving. interpersonal communications,
and critique are as important, "with some modifications, to the pilots
manning a flight of Tactical Air Command A-7's as it is to the pilots, flight
engineers, and loadmasters crewing a C-5. "'
An off-the-shelf version of a CRM training program is not recommended
for pilots of single-seat aircraft. However. many of the training objectives
should be modified and tailored to meet the unique requirements of those
pilots. The fighter-bomber track should include a block of academic
instruction on the basic elements of cockpit resource management. Training requirements for this course may be developed from a subset of the
tanker-transport course. The content should be tailored to the specific
bomber and fighter missions.

Undergraduate Navigator Training
Improving aircrew coordination requires enhancing the skills of all crew
members. Air Training Command provides initial crew training to both
pilots and navigators and, therefore, should provide cockpit resource
management training in undergraduate navigator training (UNT) as well as
36

SUPT. Both the existing Military Airlift Command cockpit resource
management training and the CRM program being developed for Strategic
Air Command train navigators. Air Training Command can bet ier neet the
needs of the MAJCOMs by integrating CRM training into UNT curriculum.

Summary of Recommendations
Cockpit resource management training is an eftective new approach to
enhancing aircrew coordination, thus increasing the safety and mission
effectiveness of Air Force flight crews. SUPT should include cockpit
resource management training as a foundation on which the major commands can build according to their needs. CRM includes nianv training
objectives that are valuable to tanker-transport pilots and all o her aircrew

members. In sum,
1. The advanced tanker-transport track of SUPI should include a fully

integrated, comprehensive course in cockpit resource management.
2. The fighter-bomber track should include instruction in the basic
elements of cockpit resource management.
3. Air Training Command should ensure that all ATC staff personnel
receive briefings to Increase their awareness of CRM arid how their support
contributes to the success of the program.
4. Instructors and evaluators should receive intensive CRM training
above and beyond that given to other crew members, to develop the
judgement to identify individual and crew problems correctly.
5. Air Training Command should review undergraduate navigator training for the feasibility of integrating CRM training objectives into the curriculum.
Notes
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APPENDIXES

Appendix A
Appropriate Cockpit Resource Management
Instructional Methods
Rank Order:
I
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Line-oriented flight t raining (1-OFT-) and critique
Seminars based on CRM case studies
Increasing the Chieck Airmuan's role in promoting CRM
Giving individual or crew recognition f'or excellence ifl CRM
Interactive audliovistiaI tutorials
Instructor/Clieck Airman confieeIs
Contract training using CRM specialists
Classroom presentations and lec't ures
Emphasizing CRM through in-house media and publicity programs-,
Crew member conferences
Role-playing and gaine-based simuliat ions
Distributing CRM hand-out materials
Interdepart menital visitations
Trraditional slide/tape /video carrels
f Tomne-st udy programs
Commercial correspondence course
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Appropriate Cockpit Resource
Management Training Media
Rank Order:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Full-motion simulator
Video replay of flight simulator sessions
Video reenactments of CRM accidents/incidents
Reports: accident, incident, and ASRS
Nonmotion simulator
Company communications
Lectures. briefings, and guest speakers
NASA Publications ('Callback," etc.)
Videocassette instructional tapes
"Flight Safety Foundation Bulletins"
Computer terminals (PLATO, etc.)
Videotaped Interviews with CRM experts
Slide-tape presentations and reenactments
Journal and periodical articles on CRM
Random access media presentation
Cockpit procedures trainer
Laser-disc systems
Actual aircraft training
Programmed Instruction workbooks
Audio tape review material
Cockpit mock-up
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Appendix B
Application of Training Techniques
Phase 3

Phase I

Phase 2

Attitude inventory

x

x

Home study

x

x

Guided observation

x

x

Individualized prework

x

x

Classroom instruction

x

x

Interpersonal indices

x

Workshop/ seminar

x

x

x

Case studies

x

x

x

Group exercises

x

x

x

Situational leadership

x

x

x

Techniques

x

Panels

x

Role-playing

x

x

Continuing training

x

x

Structured peer pressure

x

Part task training

x

Evaluation critique

x
x
Phase 1: Introduction/motivation

LOFr/MOST

Phase 2: Transmission of knowledge
Phase 3: Skill acquisition
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Appendix C
Specialized Undergraduate Pilot TrainingAircrew Coordination Training
Master Task Listing
1.

Comprehend the impact of leadership on crew coordination.
A. Identify differences in leadership styles.
Cite examples of high concern for performance, low concern for people.

2.

Cite examples of low concern for performance, low concern for people.

3.

Cite examples of high concern for people, low concern for performance.

4.

Cite examples of high concern for people. high concern for performance.

B.

Identify behavioral characteristics of effective leadership.

C.

Identify characteristics of your leadership style.

D.

Comprehend the concept of "assertiveness balance."

E.

II.

1.

1.

State the impact of assertiveness on crew coordination.

2.

Cite examples of poor assertive behavior.

Understand the concept of "team leadership."
1. Define the statutory authority of command.
2.

Define and cite examples of designated leadership roles.

3.

Define and cite examples of designated followership roles.

4.

Define and cite examples of functional leadership roles.

5.

Define and cite examples of functional followership roles.

Comprehend the effect of communications on crew coordination.
A.

Define interpersonal communications.
1.

B.

Cite examples of verbal and nonverbal communications.

2. Identify responsibilities of senders and receivers.
Understand the effect on the message sender of the behavioral response by the
message receiver.
1. Define and cite examples of confirmation.
2.
3.

Define and cite examples of rejection.
Define and cite examples of disconfirmation.
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C.

D.

Ill.

Identify barriers to effective communications.
1.

Define and cite examples of semantic distort ion.

2.

Define and cite examples of status dliferenlial.

3.

Define and cite examples of serial distortion.

4.

Define and cite examples of information overload.

5.

Define and cite examples of information underload.

Identity methods for overcoming barriers to communication.
1.

I)eflne and cite examples of effective listening.

2.

Define and cite examples of constructive feedback.

Comprehend the relationship between situational awareness and crew coordination.
A.

Explain the concept of situational awareness and its effect on aircrew performance
1.
2.
3.

B.

Unlerstand the effect of individual perceptions and reality on Aituaticnal
awareness.
Explain the relationship between individual and crew situational awareness.
Identify and assess environmental and situational conditions affecting
situational awareness.

Recognize individual behaviors that degrade situational awareness.
I. State the effects of task overload on situational awareness.

C.

2.

State the effects of boredom on situational awareness.

3.

State the effects of complacency cn situational awareness.

4.

State the effects of uncertainty on situational awareness.

5.

State the effects of frustration and anger on situational awareness.

6.
7.

State the effects of fatigue and stress on situational awareness.
State the effects of cockpit distractions on situational awareness.

Recognize group behaviors that degrade situational awareness.
1.

Explain and cite examples of the crew tendency to "press on regardless."

2.
3.

Explain and cite examples of the concept of "group think."
Explain and cite examples of the group behavior expressed by "not playing

4.

with a full deck."
Explain and cite examples of group behavior expressed as "too much too
soon, too little too late."

IV. Identify techniques for improving mission preparation through effective crew coordination.
A.

State the impact of thorough versus incomplete premission planning.

B.

Identify elements of an effective aircrew briefing.
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C.
V.

IdentifY and state the effect of effective premission critique.

Identify methods of effective resource management.
A.
B.

Identify all available resources and state their impact on aircrew performance.
State the Impact of task overload on crew coordination.

C.

State the Impact of task underload on crew coordination.

D.

Cite examples of the benefits of delegating responsibility.

E.
F.

State the impact of prioritizing tasks on crew coordination.
State the impact of situational awareness on resource management.

G.

Identify techniques of effective monitoring of all aspects of aircraft and aircrew
performance.

H.

State the benefits of ongoing mission critique.

VI. Apply an effective problem-solving process.
A.

State the effects of inquiry on the problem-solving process.

B.

State the effects of advocacy on the problem-solving process.

C.

Explain the impact of conflict resolution on the problem-solving process.
1.

D.

Describe the decision-making responsibilities of each crew member.
1.

E.

Describe the concept of synergy and its impact on the problem-solving
process.
Comprehend the concept of judgement as "experience applied."

State the benefits of review and critique of the problem-solving and decisionmaking process.
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Glossary
Advocacy--Obligation to speak out in support of an alternate course of
action, and after a decision is made and accepted, to remain vigilant
thereafter.
Confirmation-Acknowledging and accepting a message and its sender.
Conflict-An interpersonal event that arises when individual or group
needs and goals are Incompatible or when the parties perceive themselves
in a win-or-lose situation.
Constructive feedback-A descriptive. specific, well-timed response that
focuses on modifiable behavior, promotes openness and trust, and clarifies
communications.
Decision making-The process of selecting a course of action from available options, based on information available at the time.
Designated leader or follower-The leader or follower established by
tradition, social order, or appointment.
Disconfirmation-Ignoring the sender and the message entirely.
Discretionary behavior-That behavior and activity for which speciflc
procedures are not established in existing regulations, directives, and
technical publications.
Effective listening-Listening for the real substance of a message. You
listen critically to hear what is said, and you listen creative!y to hear what
is meant, but not said.
Feedback-Response messages that clarify and ensure that meaning is
transferred.
Functional follower-The person who defers to the person who has the
most information or knowledge in a particular situation.
Functional leader-The person in charge as defined by the moment and
the situation; the person who, momentarily and temporarily, has the most
information or knowledge about the current situation.
Human factors--Any combination of human attributes, characteristics, or
limitations that in any way affects the crew, airplane, environment, mission,
and/or management relationship.
Information overload-A condition where too much information is available.
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Information underload-A condition where too little information is available.
Inquiry-Questioning and investigating your perception of the current
situation or what other crew members are doing: seeking information you
do not have: concern for "what" is right, not "who" is right.
Operationally relevant communications-Those task-oriented interpersonal communications that are directly involved and related to command.
control, and flight accomplishment.
Rejection-Acknowledging and accepting the sender of a message. but not
its content.
Self-concept-The mental image you have of yourself: how people see
themselves and their situation.
Self-esteem-Confidence and satisfaction wit h yourself.
Semantic distortion-A condition that occurs when either or both the
speaker and the listener assume they understand what was said.
Serial distortion-A condition that occurs when the intended meaning of
a message is changed as the message passes from person to person.
Situational awareness-A realization of what is going on at the moment in
relation to what has gone on in the past and what may go on in the
immediate future.
Status differential-A perception that your rating or position is unequal
to the rating or position of other persons in a social order, class, or
professiol.
Synergy-The total perforiance of a crew working together Is greater than
the sum of (he performances of all of the crew members working independlently.

Team leadership-The distribution of influence in a particular situation
between the leader and the followers in order to reach specific goals.
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